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Abstract

Activation volumes of the wall-motion and nucleation processes in Co-based multilayer films were characterized

from time-resolved domain evolution patterns. These activation volumes were both sensitive to the multilayer structure
as well as the film preparation condition. The two activation volumes were generally unequal with each other and the
inequality directly influenced on magnetization reversal behavior. r 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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Magnetization reversal dynamics in ferromagnetic
thin films continues to be an important issue in
magnetism [1–3]. A number of experimental and

theoretical studies have demonstrated that magnetiza-
tion reversal dynamics takes place by successive switch-
ing of the activation volumes assisted by thermal

activation energy overcoming the switching energy
barrier [4–8]. The activation volume is a key parameter
in this phenomenon, which characterizes the basic
volume acting as a single particle as well as limits the

minimum size of a stable magnetic volume in technolo-
gical applications. The activation volume has been
estimated from the field dependence of the reversal time

and it has been reported that the activation volume is in
the range from 10�19 to 10�16 cm3 for a number of
ferromagnetic thin films, and sensitively depends on the

composition, layered structure, and morphology of the
films [4–8].
Recently, exploration of magnetization reversal dy-

namics has greatly advanced, largely motivated by direct
observation of domain evolution patterns using mag-
netic imaging techniques, as well as by experimental
observation of contrasting reversal modes in similar

samples of many systems [2–5]. It has been revealed that
the magnetization in ferromagnetic thin films reverses
via two fundamental processes: (1) wall-motion of

existing domains and (2) nucleation of new domains at
random positions independent of existing domains.
Much effort has been devoted to measure the activation

volumes of the wall-motion and nucleation processes in
a number of systems [1,5,6,8]. Based on the experimental
evidence that the activation volumes are not substan-
tially different, most theoretical studies so far have

assumed that the activation volumes of wall-motion and
nucleation processes are identical [9,10]. However, there
is no clear physical reason that this should be the case

and the correlation between the activation volumes
remains still unclear. The present study was undertaken
to characterize the correlation between the activation

volumes for wall-motion and nucleation processes in
ferromagnetic thin films.
For this study, a number of Co/Pd and Co/Pt

multilayer films were prepared on glass substrates either
by e-beam evaporation or Ar sputtering, with changing
the multilayer structure and the Ar sputtering pressure.
The layer thickness was carefully controlled within a 4%

accuracy. Low-angle X-ray diffraction studies using Cu
Ka radiation revealed that all samples had distinct peaks
indicating the existence of the multilayer structure.

High-angle X-ray diffraction studies showed that the
samples grew along the [1 1 1] cubic orientation.
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The activation volumes of the wall-motion and the
nucleation processes of the samples have been measured

by adopting a domain analysis model. Details of the
model have been described elsewhere [11]. Briefly, the
model of magnetization reversal is proposed by using

the time-resolved domain evolution patterns based on
circular domains. In the model, domains expand at all
domain boundaries with wall-motion process and
simultaneously new domains are formed at a nucleation

process during magnetization reversal from the initially
saturated state. Considering the changes in reversed
domain area a and domain boundary length l in time,

the wall-motion speed V and the nucleation rate R are
explicitly given by

V ¼ ða0 � r0l
0=2Þ=ðl � pr0Þ;

R ¼ ðll0=2p� a0Þ=ðl � pr0Þr0ðs� aÞ; ð1Þ

where r0 is the characteristic radius of nucleation, s is the
total area under examination, and a0 and l0 denote the
time derivation of the reversed domain area and the
domain boundary length, respectively.

Then, the wall-motion speed V and the nucleation
rate R of a sample could be determined by measuring the
reversed domain area a and domain boundary length l in

Eq. (1). Magnetization reversal from a saturated state
was triggered by applying a reversing magnetic field and
simultaneously, time-resolved domain images of

128 frames were grabbed by a MOKE microscope
system in real time at 10 frames/s with a spatial
resolution of 400 nm. The image, composed of 200�
160 pixels with a unit pixel size of 200� 200 nm2; was
initially obtained in 256 gray levels and then, intensified
by noise filtering and black-and-white image extraction
processes. The a and l of each image were determined by

counting black and white cells and by use of an edge-
determining algorithm, respectively.
The activation volumes of the wall-motion and the

nucleation processes were determined from the field
dependence of the wall-motion speed and the nucleation
rate, respectively. We measured the wall-motion speed

and nucleation rate under various strengths of a
reversing applied field smaller than the coercivity. All
the samples exhibited that both the reversal parameters
are exponentially dependent on the strength of a

reversing applied field. The exponential dependency
strongly evidences that both reversal processes are
thermally activated in this field range and can be

explained by

VðHÞ ¼V0exp ½�ðEW � 2HMSVWÞ=kBTÞ;

RðHÞ ¼R0exp ½�ðEN � 2HMSVNÞ=kBTÞ; ð2Þ

where MS is the saturation magnetization, EW and EN
are the energy barriers, and VW and VN are the
activation volumes of the wall-motion and nucleation

processes, respectively. Fitting the experimental data
with Eq. (2) and using the measured values of the

saturation magnetization of each sample, we determined
the two activation volumes of the Co-based multilayer
films.

Fig. 1 exhibits the activation volumes of the wall-
motion and nucleation processes for (a) the e-beam
evaporated (2- (A Co/11- (A Pd)n samples with varying the
number of repeats n; (b) the e-beam evaporated (tCo-Co/

11- (A Pd)10 samples with varying the Co-sublayer thick-
ness tCo; and (c) the sputtered (4- (A Co/11- (A Pt)10
samples prepared under various Ar-sputtering pressures,

respectively. It is clear from the figure that both the
activation volumes change in the same manner with
changing either the multilayer structure or the Ar-

sputtering pressure, which implies that both processes
are influenced in the same manner by the structural and/
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Fig. 1. The wall-motion activation volume VW and the nuclea-

tion activation volume VN of (a) the (2- (A Co/11- (A Pd)n samples

with respect to the number of repeats n; (b) the (tCo-Co/11- (A
Pd)10 samples with respect to the Co-sublayer thickness tCo; and
(c) the (4- (A Co/11- (A Pt)10 samples prepared under various Ar-

sputtering pressure. The lines are guide for eye and the error

bars indicate the chi-square values of linear fitting.
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or magnetic properties. The most striking feature of
Fig. 1 is the fact that the activation volumes of the wall-
motion and nucleation processes are different from each
other beyond the measurement accuracy and that the

inequality systematically changes in accordance with the
variation of the multilayer structure and the sputtering
pressure.

We found that the inequality had a crucial influence
on magnetization reversal behavior. In Fig. 2, we plot
the reversal ratio V=R versus the inequality VW � VN;
where the reversal ratio was measured under a reversing
field of the coercivity for each sample. The reversal ratio
indicates the difference between the activation energies

of the two reversal processes [2,8], and characterizes the
contrasting reversal modes: wall-motion dominant

reversal for a larger ratio, while nucleation dominant
one for a smaller ratio. The figure shows a clear
correlation between the inequality and the magnetiza-

tion reversal behavior. The correlation is ascribed to the
fact that the reversal mode is determined by the
counterbalance between the wall-motion and nucleation
processes of each activation volume and the reversal

energy barrier is proportional to the activation volume.
We thus conclude that a process having smaller
activation volume is dominant in magnetization reversal

process.
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Fig. 2. The correlation between the reversal ratio of the wall-

motion speed V over the nucleation rate R and the inequality

VW �VN:
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